
Chronology by Dennis Showalter xvii

Africa: Were the Reagan administration policies in Angola and
Mozambique effective? 1
Yes. Reagan administration policies in Angola and
Mozambique successfully blocked the spread of communism
in southern Africa. (Paul Du Quenoy) 2
No. Reagan policies in Angola and Mozambique prolonged
internecine warfare and helped South Africa maintain its
apartheid-based regime. (Dennis Showalter) 6

Anglo-American Relations: Was there a mutual trust between
the United States and Great Britain during the Cold War? 8
Yes. The United States and Great Britain had a special
relationship built on mutual self-interest and common heritage.
(Simon Ball) 9
No. The political and economic decline of Great Britain reduced
its international status and weakened its relationship with
the United States. (Robert Mcjimsey) 11

Antinuclear Movement: Did antinuclear-weapons protests affect
Western arms-control policy? 15
Yes. The antinuclear movements contributed to Western
security by encouraging moderation in the negotiating
strategies of the superpowers. (Jeffrey W. Knopf) 15
No. The antinuclear protests were ineffective in altering the
policies of the nuclear powers. (Paul Du Quenoy) 19

Antiwar Movement: Did the antiwar movement have a beneficial
effect on U.S. policy toward Vietnam? 23
Yes. Antiwar protesters changed domestic and foreign policy in
a positive manner, and forced public officials to be more
accountable. (Bryan Rommel-Ruiz) 24
No. The antiwar movement undercut the government position
on the Vietnam War and helped the North Vietnamese win the
conflict. (William R. Forstchen) 26

Arms Control: Were nuclear-arms-control negotiations beneficial
to the United States? 30
Yes. Nuclear-arms-control negotiations lowered the risk of
nuclear war, facilitated open communications, and provided
an alternate arena for superpower conflict. (Dennis Showalter) 31
No. Arms-control talks had relatively little practical significance
and did not lead to better superpower cooperation.
(Paul Du Quenoy) 33

China Policy: What motivated the United States to strengthen its
relations with China in the 1970s? 38
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The Sino-American rapprochement was a deliberate and
provocative constriction of U.S. global containment of the Soviet
Union that increased superpower tensions. (Lyle J. Goldstein) 39
The Sino-American rapprochement was part of a U.S. attempt
to reduce tensions with the communist world. (Ming Zhang) 42

Cold War Conclusion: Is the Cold War over? 47
Yes. The Cold War is over because most communist states
are defunct or struggling to survive in the international
community. (William H. Kautt) 49
No. Although the United States stands as the most powerful
country in the world, many Cold War antagonisms continue to
pose difficulties for American leadership. (Paul Du Quenoy) 51

Congress and Foreign Policy: Did Congress have a positive
effect on U.S. diplomatic efforts during the Cold War? 56
Yes. Congressional assertion of its authority in U.S. foreign
affairs had a positive effect by reviewing and modifying
executive initiatives. (Dennis Showalter) 57
No. Congress undermined presidential leadership and hampered
diplomatic efforts. (Paul Du Quenoy) 58

Cuba: Was Cuba an independent participant in world politics? 63
Yes. Cuba sought support from the Soviet Union only after
being rejected by the United States and has since practiced an
anti-American foreign policy as much for domestic reasons as
for international considerations. (John Wheatley) 63
No. Cuba supported communist revolutions in the Third World with
Soviet direction and aid, but the fiction of independent Cuban action
allowed the U.S.S.R. to maintain detente with the West.
(Paul Du Quenoy) 65

Cuban Missile Crisis: Did the Kennedy administration handle the
Cuban Missile Crisis effectively? 70
Yes. The Cuban Missile Crisis was handled effectively because the
Kennedy administration avoided all-out nuclear conflict with the
Soviet Union through quiet negotiations combined with a strong,
public stand. (William H. Kautt) 71
No. The Kennedy administration could have adopted policies in the
Cuban Missile Crisis that would have left the United States in a
better strategic position vis-a-vis the Soviet Union.
(John A. Scares Jr.) 73

Decolonization: Should the United States have pressured Britain and
France to decolonize? 77
Yes. U.S. pressure on Britain and France to dismantle their colonial
systems opened the door to freer international trade.
(Steven E. Lobell and Brent Steele) 78
No. It was poor diplomacy for the United States to push France
and Great Britain to decolonize, the Americans needed
the support of these allies in confronting the Soviet Union.
(Paul Du Quenoy) 80

Democracy Imperiled: Did the foreign diplomacy of the Nixon
administration violate democratic principles? 85
Yes. The Nixon/Kissinger method of conducting foreign policy
undermined democratic principles with excessive secrecy and
clandestine operations against elected Third World governments.
(Grant T. Welter) 86
No. The effective diplomacy of Richard M. Nixon and Henry Kissinger
depended on timing and confidentiality that precluded congressional
debates and media investigations. (Dennis Showalter) 88

Diem: Was it wise for the United States to assist in deposing
Ngo Dinh Diem? 92
Yes. The administration of Ngo Dinh Diem was corrupt and
oppressive, and it threatened U.S. policy in Southeast Asia.
(Paul Du Quenoy) 93
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No. The removal and murder of Ngo Dinh Diem, with U.S.
complicity, was a moral and political blunder that contributed
to American involvement in the Vietnam War. (John Wheatley) 96
No. Despite Ngo Dinh Diem's abuses and excesses, his unified
leadership was crucial to maintaining the war effort; the coup
simply contributed to the defeat of the noncommunist
South. (William H. Kautt) 98

France: Was France a reliable Cold War ally of the United States? 100
Yes. Although there were many differences of opinion and
strategy between the French and American policy makers,
France was a strong, consistent ally of the United States
during the Cold War. (John A. Soares Jr.) 101
No. Especially under Charles de Gaulle, the French undermined
U.S. foreign policy in Europe and the world. (Benjamin Frankel) 104

Glasnost and Perestroika: What was Mikhail Gorbachev's motivation
for initiating glasnost and perestroika? 108
Mikhail Gorbachev was a sincere reformer who wanted to protect
his country from U.S. aggression. (William A. Kautt) 108
Mikahil Gorbachev was a dedicated communist who saw a need to
restructure the Soviet Union. (Paul Du Quenoy) 111

Gorbachev: Did Mikhail Gorbachev betray the communist government
in East Germany? 115
Yes. Mikhail Gorbachev sold out the communist government of
East Germany in an effort to gain economic and political
concessions for the Soviet Union. (Paul Du Quenoy) 116
No. Flaws within the German Democratic Republic itself
generated a popular revolution that played the major role in
the collapse of East Germany. (Dennis Showalter) 120

Hiss: Was Alger Hiss guilty of spying for the Soviet Union? 123
Yes. The evidence in Soviet government archives and the
memoirs of high Communist Party officials prove that Alger Hiss
was a spy. (Mark Kramer) 124
No. Alger Hiss was not guilty, and the accusations made against
him were the product of public hysteria and political opportunism.
(Grant Weller) 127

Hungary: Should the West have intervened in the Hungarian
uprising of 1956? 130
Yes. If the United States had assisted the Hungarian insurgents
in 1956, the Soviets would likely have backed down in the face
of unified American-Hungarian opposition. (Paul Du Quenoy) 130
No. The United States had pressing concerns in the Middle
East and was reluctant to intercede in what seemed to be
an internal Hungarian dispute. (Larry Helm) 133

JFK and LBJ: Did the Johnson administration continue the policies
of the Kennedy presidency? 138
Yes. Johnson administration policies, both foreign and domestic,
furthered John F. Kennedy's anticommunist and social agenda.
(Bryan Rommel-Ruiz) 138
No. Lyndon B. Johnson departed significantly from John F. Kennedy's
strategic policies, especially in escalating the Vietnam War.
(Paul Du Quenoy) 141

Korean War: Was U.S. military intervention in Korea in 1950 justified? 146
Yes. Miliary intervention in Korea was necessary because it
demonstrated that the United States would resist communist
aggression. (Paul Du Quenoy) 147
No. Although support of South Korea prevented a communist
takeover, U.S. intervention in Korea was outside the boundaries
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of strategic containment policy and led to the support of a
tyrannical regime. (Dennis Showalter) 149

McCarthyism: Was there a legitimate basis for the Red Scare
encouraged by Senator Joseph R. McCarthy's investigation of
communist infiltration of U.S. government agencies? 153
Yes. McCarthy was right to challenge communists in the
U.S. government, because they had infiltrated important positions
and had subversive potential. (Amos Perlmutter) 154
No. Though there were some spies, McCarthysim led
to a greater danger from an anticommunist
witch-hunt that undermined civil liberties, damaged innocent lives,
and narrowed legitimate political discourse. (Walter L. Hixson) 155

Middle East: Did the Soviet Union pose a major threat to the
Middle East during the Cold War? 160
Yes. The Soviets pursued an aggressive foreign policy in the
Middle East that not only helped destabilize the region but
compromised the U.S.S.R. as well. (William R. Forstchen) 160
No. The Soviet threat to the Middle East was greatly
exaggerated; the U.S.S.R. simply desired to create a regional
balance of power and secure its periphery. (Jelena Budjevac) 162

Military Balance: Did the conventional military force of NATO deter
a Soviet invasion of Western Europe? 168
Yes. NATO acted as an effective conventional deterrent during
the forty-five-year standoff against the Warsaw Pact
nations. (Robert L Bateman) 169
No. The threat of nuclear weapons, not conventional forces,
ensured the military balance in Europe. (John Wheatley) 172

Monolithic Communism: Was communism a monolithic movement? 175
Yes. Communism was a pervasive threat that was not stopped
until the 1990s. (William H. Kautt) 176
No. Communism in the twentieth century lacked cohesiveness
because Soviet interests frequently differed from those of other
communist states. (Julijana Budjevac) 178

National Liberation: Did national liberation movements of the
Third World aid either of the superpowers during the Cold War? 183
Yes. National liberation movements, even if they were not
instigated by the Soviets, allowed the U.S.S.R. to challenge
American interests throughout the world. (John A. Soares Jr.) 184
No. The national liberation movements proved to be of little
value to the superpowers. They were expensive drains on the
U.S. and Soviet treasuries, and their leaders pursued independent
action when it suited them. (Benjamin Frankel) 186

Nicaragua: Was the Reagan administration policy on Nicaragua
successful? 190
Yes. U.S. policy toward Nicaragua during the Reagan
administration halted the spread of communism and encouraged
the development of democracy in Central America.
(John A. Soares Jr.) 191
No. Reagan administration policies damaged U.S. credibility and
led to protracted civil war in Nicaragua. (Emily Cummins) 195

Nixon and Kissinger: Were Richard M. Nixon's and Henry Kissinger's
approaches to foreign policy unified? 198
Yes. The foreign policy of Nixon and Kissinger consistently
applied the theories of multipolarity and balance of power.
(Benjamin Frankel) 198
No. Nixon and Kissinger disagreed significantly on foreign policy.
Their unlikely pairing was primarily a result of internal Republican
Party politics. (Paul Du Quenoy) 201

Ostpolitik: Was Ostpolitik in the strategic interests of the West? 206
Yes. Ostpolitik was a useful and prudent response to the
circumstances in central Europe during the 1970s and 1980s,
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leading to improved relations between the two German states.
(Dennis Showalter) 207
No. Ostpolitik weakened the Cold War Western alliance and
legitimized a brutal communist state. (Paul Du Quenoy) 208

Power Vacuum: Did the collapse of the Soviet Union cause a
dangerous vacuum in world politics? 213
Yes. The change from a bipolar to a multipolar worldview caused
significant destabilization because many nations resented the
increased power and influence of the United States.
(William H. Kautt) 214
No. The United States with its strong economy and resolve to
use military power has filled whatever void in world politics the
collapse of the Soviet Union caused. (Paul Du Quenoy) 216

Reagan Doctrine: Was the Reagan Doctrine prudent? 221
Yes. Ronald Reagan's policy helped cause the destruction of the
U.S.S.R. and restored confidence in the U.S. military, positioning
the United States as the leading world power. (Paul Du Quenoy)... 222
No. The Reagan Doctrine contributed to European instability
and damaged the American economy. (Jonathan Hutzley) 225

Reagan's Transformation: Did Ronald Reagan change his attitude
toward military confrontation during his presidency? 228
Yes. Ronald Reagan adopted a confrontational stance toward the
Soviet Union during the first years of his presidency, but a
detente-oriented policy came to the fore in his second term.
(Paul Du Quenoy) 228
No. Ronald Reagan consistently relied on military strength as
the foundation of his foreign policy. (William H. Kautt) 232

Reagan's Victory: Did Ronald Reagan and his policies win the
Cold War? 236
Yes. Ronald Reagan won the Cold War through a combination
of aggressive containment and economic warfare.
(Paul Du Quenoy) 237
No. The fall of the U.S.S.R. resulted more from internal economic
and social problems than the initiatives of the Reagan
administration. (Dennis Showalter) 241

Soviet Empire: Was the Soviet Union an empire? 243
The Soviet Union was dedicated to establishing control over the
former Russian empire, as well as imposing its political system
on the rest of the world. (Paul Du Quenoy) 244
Although the Soviet Union had many imperial trappings, it differed
fundamentally from traditional empires because of its ideological
commitment to spreading communism rather than obtaining
capitalist profit. (William H. Kautt) 246

Stalin: Did Joseph Stalin want the Cold War? 250
Yes. Joseph Stalin needed the Cold War in order to justify
repression in the U.S.S.R. and Soviet control of Eastern
Europe. (William R. Forstchen) 251
No. Joseph Stalin did not want the Cold War, but his paranoia
and desire for territorial expansion made it possible.
(Paul Du Quenoy) 252

Team B: Did the intelligence community assess Soviet military
capabilities in the mid 1970s more accurately than
President Gerald R. Ford's Team B? 256
Yes. The intelligence community provided an accurate picture
of Soviet strategic forces and defenses through a series of
detailed reports known as National Intelligence Estimates.
(Anne Hessing Cahn) 257
No. Team B determined that Soviet missile accuracy, air defense,
and strategic objectives posed a serious threat to the United States,
correcting the National Intelligence Estimates. (Paul Du Quenoy)... 260
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Third World: Did the Third World play an important role in the
Cold War? 264
Yes. The Third World played too great a role in U.S. Cold War
policy, often leading the United States to support repressive
regimes and commit precious resources. (Benjamin Frankel) 265
No. The Third World was of little importance to either the U.S.S.R.
or the United States, and the Non-aligned Movement never
achieved sufficient economic, political, or military power to
influence the Cold War struggle. (Jelena Budjevac) 267

Tito: Was the 1948 split between Joseph Stalin and Josip Broz Tito
ideological in nature? 273
Yes. Ideological factors played a major part in the split between
Joseph Stalin, who was a pragmatist in search of power, and
Josip Broz Tito, who was much more a communist ideologue.
(Lawrence A. Helm) 273
No. Ideology was a rationalization for the rift between Joseph
Stalin and Josip Broz Tito, whose quarrels started during World
War II and included a host of domestic and foreign policy
disagreements. (Julijana Budjevac) 277

War Powers Resolution: Was the War Powers Resolution an
appropriate curb on presidential authority to commit U.S. troops
to combat? 283
Yes. The War Powers Act controlled the president's power to
commit U.S. troops to undeclared wars without congressional
oversight. (Justin Wyatt) 284
No. The War Powers Act was a misguided congressional
reaction because it improperly limited the power of the
presidency in handling foreign affairs. (Steve Graines) 285
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